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Summary

In this paper, we show that local stereology and geometric tomography are closely
related. Using this relationship, bodies inRn are studied which have the property that
their volume can be determined without error by the local stereological volume estimator
of order (n; p; r). In such cases, the local stereological volume estimator is said to be
exact. The balls inRn have exact local stereological volume estimators of any order.
For this reason, bodies inRn with exact local stereological volume estimator of order
(n; p; r) are called quasi-spherical of order(n; p; r). It is shown, using the injectivity
property of the spherical Radon transform, that the class of quasi-spherical bodies of
order(n; p; r) does not depend onp. Furthermore,star-shapedquasi-spherical bodies of
order (n; p; 0) are characterized by a constantn�chord function. This class is studied
in some detail and it is shown that it contains non-spherical convex bodies as well
as non-convex bodies. A formula for the variance of the local stereological volume
estimators is also given.

Keywords: chord function; convex body; exact estimator; geometric tomography; local
stereology; non-convex body; quasi-spherical body; section function; spherical Radon
transform; star-shaped body.

1. Introduction

Local stereology is a relative new part of stereology, concerned with the estimation
of quantitative parameters of spatial structures which may be regarded as neighbour-
hoods of points, called reference points. The estimation is based on information col-
lected in sections through the reference points. The important example of application
comes from the microscopical study of biological tissue. Here, the spatial structure
is a cell which is regarded as a neighbourhood of its nucleus or nucleolus. Original
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derivations of local stereological estimators may be found in Jensen & Gundersen (1985,
1989). Specific local methods are treated in Gundersen (1988), Jensen & Gundersen
(1993) and Tandrup et al. (1997).

A unified exposition of local stereological methods has recently been given in
the research monograph Jensen (1998). See also the recent review by Jensen &
Nielsen (1999). The emphasis has in the monograph been on providing the necessary
mathematical background in geometric measure theory and on giving an overview of
the existing local stereological estimators. Less attention has been paid to the statistical
properties of the local stereological estimators, although it has been pointed out that
the transitive methods of Matheron, cf. Matheron (1965, 71), can be used to provide
variance approximations of local stereological estimators, associated with systematic
designs. See also Gundersen et al. (1999).

In the present paper, we will take up the discussion of the statistical properties of
local stereological estimators. More specifically, we will study the variances of local
stereological estimators of volume. We will derive a formula for the variance and give
a characterization of the bodies for which the variance of the volume estimator is equal
to zero. Since local stereological estimators are unbiased, a zero variance implies that
the volume estimator is equal to the actual volume, almost surely. For this reason, the
local stereological volume estimator is called exact in such cases.

In studying these questions, it turns out to be important to utilize a close connection
betweenlocal stereologyand the part of tomography calledgeometric tomography.
In the research monograph Gardner (1995), a lucid and self-contained exposition of
geometric tomography is given. See also the recent condensed review Gardner (1999).
It turns out that the local stereological estimators of volume are well-known in geometric
tomography with names such as chord functions and section functions.

In Section 2, important concepts from local stereology are presented and the relation
to geometric tomography is established. Bodies inRn, for which the local stereological
volume estimator of order(n; p; r) is exact, are studied in Section 3. Such bodies are
called quasi-spherical of order(n; p; r). In Section 4, star-shaped quasi-spherical bodies
of order(n; p; 0) are discussed in further detail. In Section 5, a formula for the variance
of the local stereological volume estimators is derived. Problems for further research
are briefly mentioned in Section 6.

2. Local stereology and its relation to geometric tomography

Most of the integral geometric results mentioned below can be found in many
text books, but are here presented in a unified way with reference to Jensen (1998),
for practical reasons. For a detailed treatment of geometric tomography, the reader is
referred to Gardner (1995).

Local stereological estimates of quantitative parameters are based on information
collected on section planes inRn through a reference point. Without loss of generality,
the originO can be used as reference point. A section plane through the reference point
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of dimensionp is then ap�dimensional linear subspace ofRn, p = 0; 1; . . . ; n: For
brevity, ap�dimensional linear subspace will be called ap�subspace.

It is of interest to considerp�subspaces, containing a fixed lower dimensional
part. We letLnp(r) denote the set ofp�subspaces, containing a fixedr�subspaceLr,
0 � r < p � n: OnLn

p(r), a measure�np(r) can be constructed, which is invariant under
rotations that keepLr fixed. This measure is unique up to multiplication with a positive
constant and is often constructed such that

�np(r)(L
n
p(r)) = c(n� r; p� r);

where
c(n; p) =

�n�n�1 � � ��n�p+1

�p�p�1 � � ��1

and �n = 2�n=2=�(n=2) is the surface area of the unit sphereSn�1 in Rn, cf. e.g.
Jensen (1998, Propositions 3.2 and 3.4). In what follows, we will writedLn

p(r) as short
for �np(r)(dLp) and use the notationdLn

p for dLn
p(0).

By normalizing�np(r), a probability measure can be constructed onLn
p(r) which

defines the type of random subspaces considered in the present paper.

Definition 1. An isotropicp�subspace inRn, containing the fixedr�subspaceLr, is
a randomp�subspace with constant densityf with respect to�np(r)

f(Lp) =
1

c(n� r; p� r)
; Lp 2 L

n
p(r):

An isotropicp�subspace inRn, containingO, is simply called an isotropicp�subspace
in Rn.

By identifying a q�subspaceLq in Rn with Rq it is obvious how to extend this
definition to isotropicp�subspacesLp (contained) inLq, (and) containingLr, where
0 � r < p < q � n andLr � Lq are fixed subspaces of the indicated dimension.

Isotropic subspaces have a number of useful properties some of which are listed
below. We use the notationLp 	 Lr for the orthogonal difference ofLp andLr, i.e.
Lp 	 Lr = Lp \ L?r . The indices in the list fulfil0 � r < p < q � n. Proofs may be
found in Jensen (1998, p. 65, 68, 71, 83).

• Let L1 be an isotropic 1–subspace inLq. Then,L1 is distributed asspanf!g where
! is uniform random onSn�1 \ Lq:

• Lp is an isotropicp�subspace inLq, containingLr, if and only if Lq 	 Lp is an
isotropic (q � p)�subspace inLq 	 Lr.

• Lp is an isotropicp�subspace inLq, containingLr, if and only if Lp 	 Lr is an
isotropic (p � r)�subspace inLq 	 Lr.

• An isotropicp�subspaceLp in Rn can be generated by first generating an isotropic
q�subspaceLq in Rn and next an isotropicp�subspaceLp in Lq.
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We will now introduce the local stereological estimators of volume (n�dimensional
Lebesgue measure). Suppose thatX � Rn is a body inRn, i.e. a non-empty compact
subset which is its closure of its interiour. Then, the local stereological estimator of
its volumeV (X) (= �n(X)), based on an isotropicp�subspaceLp, containing a fixed
r�subspaceLr, takes the form

bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr) =
�n�r
�p�r

Z
X\Lp

k�L?r xk
n�pdxp; (1)

wherek � k is the Euclidean norm,�L?r is the orthogonal projection ontoL?r anddxp

is the element ofp�dimensional Lebesgue measure onLp. Note that (1) defines a
whole class of estimators. The estimatorbVn;p;r is called the local stereological volume
estimator of order(n; p; r). It is unbiased

E(bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr)) = V (X); (2)

and can be derived as a Horvitz-Thompson type estimator, cf. Jensen (1998, p. 105,
115).

It is possible to expressbVn;p;r in terms of bVn�r;p�r;0. According to Jensen (1998,
Proposition 4.6), we thus have

bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr) =

Z
Lr

bVn�r;p�r;0((X � y) \ (Lp 	 Lr);O)dyr: (3)

For p = 1 and r = 0, (1) reduces to

bVn;1;0(X \ L1;O) =
�n=2

�(n=2)

Z
X\L1

kxkn�1dx1:

If X is star-shaped (atO), i.e. if X \ L1 is a line-segment for allL1 2 Ln
1

, thenbVn;1;0(X \ L1;O) takes a particularly simple form. Thus, let�X(!); ! 2 Sn�1; be the
radial function ofX, i.e.

�X(!) = maxfc : c! 2 Xg;

cf. Gardner (1995, p. 18), and let

�n;X(!) =

�
�X(!)

n + �X(�!)
n for O 2 X

jj�X(!)j
n � j�X(�!)j

nj for O 62 X;

! 2 Sn�1; be then�chord function ofX at O, cf. Gardner (1995, Definition 6.1.1).
Then, the estimator is proportional to then�chord function

bVn;1;0(X \ spanf!g;O) =
�n=2

n�(n=2)
� �n;X (!); ! 2 Sn�1: (4)

Then�chord function and its generalizations are a very well studied subject in Gardner
(1995). Thus, Chapter 6 of his research monograph is devoted to this topic.
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The estimators based on subspaces of different dimensions are related to each other
by a so-called Rao-Blackwell procedure whereby one estimator can be obtained by a
conditional mean-value operation on the other. For0 � r < p1 � p2 � n, we thus havebVn;p2;r(X \ Lp2 ;Lr) = E(bVn;p1;r(X \ Lp1 ;Lr)jLp2); (5)

whereLp1 is an isotropicp1�subspace inLp2 , containingLr, cf. Jensen (1998, p.
110–111). In particular, ifX is star-shaped,r = 0, p1 = 1 andp2 = pbVn;p;0(X \ Lp;O) = E(bVn;1;0(X \ L1;O)jLp)

=

Z
Sn�1\Lp

bVn;1;0(X \ spanf!g;O)
d!p�1

�p
;

where we have used thatL1 is an isotropic 1–subspace inLp. The element of surface
area measure onSn�1 \ Lp is denoted byd!p�1. In particular, ifX is star-shaped,
we can use (4) and get

bVn;p;0(X \ Lp;O) =
�n=2

n�(n=2)

1

�p

Z
Sn�1\Lp

�n;X(!)d!p�1

=
�n=2

n�(n=2)

2p

�p
eVn;p(X \ Lp);

where eVn;p(X \ �) is the so-called section function, cf. Gardner (1995, p. 247).

For p = 1, the section function is equal to then�chord function while forp = n
we have bVn;n;0(X;O) = eVn;n(X) = V (X);

the Lebesgue measure ofX. Section functions are studied in detail in Chapter 7 of
Gardner (1995).

Local stereological estimators may in general be constructed ford�dimensional
volume measure�dn (Hausdorff measure) inRn. Recall that�0n is counting measure,
�n�1n is surface area measure and�nn = �n is the Lebesgue measure inRn.

3. Quasi-spherical bodies of order(n; p; r)

In this section, we will use the results from the previous section to study the class
of bodiesX for which the local stereological volume estimator of order(n; p; r) is
exact, i.e.

bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr) = V (X); for almost allLp:

Since local stereological volume estimators are unbiased, cf. (2), exact estimators are
characterized by a zero variance.

It is easy to see thatbVn;p;r(X \ �;Lr) is exact ifX is a ball. For this reason, bodies
having an exact volume estimator will be called quasi-spherical.

Definition 2. Let X be a body inRn. Then,X is called quasi-spherical of order
(n; p; r) if and only if bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr) = V (X); for almost allLp:
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It turns out that quasi-sphericity is a property that only depends onn and r. The
proof of this result uses the injectivity property of the spherical Radon transform, as
stated in the lemma below. The spherical Radon transformRf of a Borel functionf
on Sn�1 is defined by

Rf(!) =

Z

Sn�1\spanf!g?

f(v)dvn�2; w 2 Sn�1:

A slightly weaker version of the lemma may be found in Gardner (1995, Theorem
C.2.4). The version presented below is tantamount to saying thatR is injective on
distributions, cf. Goodey & Weil (1992).

Lemma 3. If f is a bounded even Borel function onSn�1 such that for�n�1
n �almost

all ! 2 Sn�1

Rf(!) = 0;

thenf(!) = 0 for �n�1
n �almost all! 2 Sn�1:

Proof. Let g 2 C1e (Sn�1), the set of even infinitely differentiable functions onSn�1:

SinceR is a bijection ofC1
e (Sn�1) to itself, cf. Gardner (1995, Theorem C.2.5), we

can findh 2 C1
e (Sn�1) such thatg = Rh. Using the self-adjoint property ofR at (�)

below, cf. Gardner (1995, Theorem C.2.6), we find
Z

Sn�1

f(!)g(!)d!n�1 =

Z

Sn�1

f(!)Rh(!)d!n�1

(�)
=

Z

Sn�1

Rf(!)h(!)d!n�1

= 0:

Sinceg was chosen arbitrarily,f(!) = 0 for �n�1
n �almost all! 2 Sn�1:

In the proposition below, we show that quasi-sphericity is a property that only
depends onn and r. The proposition is for star-shapedX and r = 0 closely related
to Gardner (1995, Theorem 7.2.3). See also Gardner & Volcic (1994). The important
tool in proving the theorem by Gardner is also the injectivity property of the spherical
Radon transform.

Proposition 4. Let 0 � r < p1 � p2 � n and letX be a body inRn. Then,X is
quasi-spherical of order(n; p1; r) if and only if X is quasi-spherical of order(n; p2; r).

Proof. Let Lp2 be an isotropicp2�subspace inRn, containingLr, and letLp1 be an
isotropicp1�subspace inLp2

, containingLr. Then, the marginal distribution ofLp1
is
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that of an isotropicp1�subspace inRn, containingLr, and we find, using (5), that

Var(bVn;p1;r(X \ Lp1;Lr))

= Var(E(bVn;p1;r(X \ Lp1 ;Lr)jLp2)) + E(Var(bVn;p1;r(X \ Lp1;Lr)jLp2))

= Var(bVn;p2;r(X \ Lp2 ;Lr)) + E(Var(bVn;p1;r(X \ Lp1;Lr)jLp2))

� Var(bVn;p2;r(X \ Lp2 ;Lr)):

Therefore, it immediately follows that ifX is quasi-spherical of order(n; p1; r) then
X is quasi-spherical of order(n; p2; r).

In order to prove that quasi-sphericity of order(n; p2; r) implies quasi-sphericity
of order(n; p1; r), first note that because of what we have shown already it suffices to
consider the casep2 = n � 1 and p1 = r + 1: We then know that

bVn;n�1;r(X \ Ln�1;Lr) = V (X); (6)

for almost allLn�1. The random subspaceLn�1 is an isotropic(n � 1)�subspace in
Rn, containingLr. Therefore,Ln�1 is distributed as

Lr � (L?r 	 spanf!g);

where! is uniform random onSn�1\L?r . Accordingly, the assumption (6) implies that

bVn;n�1;r(X \ [Lr � (L?r 	 spanf!g)];Lr) = V (X); (7)

for �n�1�rn �almost all! 2 Sn�1 \ L?r :

We will next rewrite bVn;n�1;r(X \ Ln�1;Lr). According to (5), we have

bVn;n�1;r(X \ Ln�1;Lr) = E(bVn;r+1;r(X \ Lr+1;Lr)jLn�1);

whereLr+1 is an isotropic(r + 1)�subspace inLn�1, containingLr. SinceLr+1 is
distributed asLr�spanfvg wherev is uniform random onSn�1\(Ln�1 	 Lr), we find

bVn;n�1;r(X \ Ln�1;Lr)

=

Z
Sn�1\(Ln�1	Lr)

bVn;r+1;r(X \ (Lr � spanfvg);Lr)
dvn�2�r

�n�1�r
: (8)

Using (7), (8) and the identity

�n�2�rn (Sn�1 \ (L?r 	 spanf!g)) = �n�1�r; ! 2 Sn�1 \ L?r ;

we finally get Z
Sn�1\(L?

r
	spanf!g)

f(v)dvn�2�r = 0;

7



for almost all! 2 Sn�1 \ L?r ; where

f(v) = bVn;r+1;r(X \ (Lr � spanfvg);Lr)� V (X):

Using Lemma 3, it follows thatf(!) = 0 for �n�1�rn �almost all! 2 Sn�1 \ L?r and
X is quasi-spherical of order(n; r + 1; r).

According to Proposition 4, the class of quasi-spherical bodies of order(n; p; r)
does not depend onp. This class will in what follows be denoted byXr.

In the next section, star-shaped bodies inX0 are studied in some detail.

4. Star-shaped bodies inX0

Let X be a star-shaped body inX0. Then, becauseX is quasi-spherical of
order (n; 1; 0), we find, using (4), that itsn�chord function�n;X(!) is constant for
�n�1n �almost allw 2 Sn�1: Note that because of the unbiasedness of the local volume
estimators and (4), the constant cannot be any number. We have

�n;X (!) =
n�(n=2)

�n=2
V (X); (9)

for �n�1n �almost allw 2 Sn�1:

It is clear thatX0 is a very rich class of bodies, obeying a certain kind of anti-
symmetry. Indeed, any star-shapedX 2 X0; which containsO, is determined by its
’upper half’ X+ = X \ H+, where

H+ = fx 2 Rn : xn � 0g;

and the value ofV (X). The setX+ can be quite arbitrary. In fact, letv > 0 and let
X+ be any star-shaped body, satisfyingO 2 X+ � H+ and

�X+
(!) � [

n�(n=2)

�n=2
v]1=n for �n�1n � almost all! 2 Sn�1: (10)

Then, there exists a unique star-shapedX 2 X0, which containsO, such thatV (X) = v
andX \H+ = X+: The actual construction ofX from knowledge ofv andX+ can be
performed as follows. SinceX is star-shaped,X is determined by its radial function
�X : It is easy to see that this function may be expressed in terms ofv and the radial
function �X+

of X+. For ! 2 Sn�1, we have

�X(!) =

�
�X+

(!) for !n > 0

[n�(n=2)
�n=2

v � �X+
(�!)n]1=n for !n < 0:

Note that we do not need to specify the radial function on the set
�
! 2 Sn�1 : !n = 0

	
because this set has�n�1n �measure zero.
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Figure 1. Five quasi-spherical planar bodies of order(2; 1; 0), constructed from their ’upper
halfs’ which are half-ellipses with horizontal semi-axis of lengtha = 1 and vertical semi-axes
of lengthsb = 1=3; 2=3; 1; 1:3;

p
2, respectively. The limiting body, forb! 0, is also shown.

In Figure 1, a collection of six star-shaped quasi-spherical planar bodies are shown.
They have all area (2–dimensional volumev) equal to�. Five of them have been
constructed from their ’upper halfs’X+ which are half-ellipses with horizontal semi-axis
of lengtha = 1 and vertical semi-axes of lengthsb = 1=3; 2=3; 1; 1:3;

p
2, respectively.

The valueb =
p
2 is an upper bound for the length of the vertical semi-axis, according

to (10). Forb ! 0, X will approach a half-circle of radius
p
2, shown as the sixth

planar body in Figure 1. Note that althoughX+ is convex,X may well be non-convex.

In Figure 2, another example of a star-shaped quasi-spherical planar body is shown.
It has been obtained by adding a systematic set of sine waves to a circle and modifying
them such that the 2–chord function remains constant.

In Gardner (1995, Theorem 6.3.2), a more sophisticated method of constructing
non-spherical convex bodies inX0 of arbitrary dimension is described. The idea is to
start with a non-spherical compact convex setX 0 in the fx1; xng�plane ofRn such
that O 2 X 0, X 0 has constantn�chord function andX 0 is symmetric with respect to
the xn�axis. LetX be the convex body obtained by rotatingX 0 about thexn�axis.
Then,X will also have constantn�chord function. To see this, let! 2 Sn�1. Then,
there is a unique plane containing! and thexn�axis and�! also lies in this plane.
The intersection ofX with this vertical plane will be a copy ofX 0 and therefore the
n�chord function ofX is constant.

9



Figure 2. Quasi-spherical body of order (2,1,0).
The boundary of the body is the full-drawn curve.

In Figure 3, an example of this construction is shown forn = 3. The planar body
X 0, shown to the left in the figure, has in thefx1; x3g�plane a radial function with
polar representation

�X 0(�) = (sin � +
3

2
)1=3; � 2 [0; 2�):

It is easy to check thatX 0 is convex,O 2 X 0, X 0 has constant 3–chord function and
is symmetric about thex3�axis.

Figure 3. Quasi-spherical body of order (3,2,0) and (3,1,0) (right), obtained by rotating the
planar body shown to the left about the vertical axis. The planar body is shown at a smaller scale.

If X 0 is non-convex, but the other assumptions are still satisfied, thenX becomes
a non-convex element ofX0. Two examples are given in Figure 4. Here,X 0 is

10



constructed from its upper half which is a half-ellipse with ratiosb=a = 2
1=3; 1=3,

respectively, between the lengths of the vertical semi-axis to the horizontal semi-axis.
Note thatX 0 is here constructed such that the 3–chord function is constant.

In Gardner (1995, Section 6.3), matters concerning the existence of quasi-spherical
bodies are called equichordal problems. In particular, ifX is a star-shaped body which
containsO in its interiour and satisfies (9) for all! 2 Sn�1; then O is called an
n�equichordal point ofX.

Figure 4. Two quasi-spherical bodies (right), both of order (3,2,0) and
(3,1,0), obtained by rotating the planar bodies shown to the left about

their vertical axis. The planar bodies are shown at a smaller scale.

5. A variance formula

The above considerations may be used to give a qualitative idea about the kind
of bodies for which the volume can be estimated accurately by a local stereological
estimator. In this section, we will derive an expression for the variance which gives
some more insight into the problem.

First, we need the following lemma.

Lemma 5. Let Lr 2 L
n
r ; r < n; and letX be a body inRn. Let

g : Sn�1
\ L?r ! Sn�1

\ L?r

11



be a non-negative, even Borel function. Then,
Z

X

g(
�L?

r

x

k�L?
r

xk
)dxn = V (X)

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

g(!)fX;Lr(!)d!
n�r�1; (11)

wherefX;Lr is the probability density with respect to�n�r�1n of the form

fX;Lr(!) =
1

�n�rV (X)
bVn;r+1;r(X \ [Lr � spanf!g];Lr); ! 2 Sn�1 \ L?r :

Proof. Let us first notice thatX \ Lr is a set of�n�measure zero and the integral
on the left-hand side of (11) is therefore well-defined. Using translative decomposition
of Lebesgue measure, we find,

Z

X

g(
�L?

r

x

k�L?
r

xk
)dxn =

Z

Lr

Z

(X�y)\L?
r

g(
z

kzk
)dzn�rdyr: (12)

Next, we concentrate on the inner integral and use polar decomposition of the Lebesgue
on L?r Z

(X�y)\L?
r

g(
z

kzk
)dzn�r

=

Z

L?
r

1fz 2 X � ygg(
z

kzk
)dzn�r

=

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

Z

fu!:u>0g

1fu! 2 X � ygg(!)un�r�1dud!n�r�1

=
1

2

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

Z

spanf!g

1fz 2 X � ygg(!)kzkn�r�1
dz1d!n�r�1: (13)

Here,1f�g is the notation used for the indicator function. At the last equality sign, we
have used thatg is an even function. Inserting (13) into (12) and changing the order
of integration, we get, using (1) and (3),

Z

X

g(
�L?

r

x

k�L?
r

xk
)dxn

=
1

2

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

g(!)

Z

Lr

�1

�n�r
bVn�r;1;0((X � y) \ spanf!g;O)dyrd!n�r�1

=
1

�n�r

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

g(!)bVn;r+1;r(X \ [Lr � spanf!g];Lr)d!
n�r�1;

and the result now follows immediately.
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Notice that the probability densityfX;Lr is constant almost surely if and only if
X is quasi-spherical of order(n; r+ 1; r) or according to Proposition 4 quasi-spherical
of order (n; p; r) for somep:

We are now ready to present the general formula for the variance. Note that also
in the casep > r + 1 it is possible to expressVar(bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr)) in terms of the
density fX;Lr :

Proposition 6. Lr 2 Ln
r and letX be a body inRn. Then, if p = r + 1

Var(bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr)) = �n�rV (X)2
Z

Sn�1\L?
r

[fX;Lr(!)
2 �

1

�2
n�r

]d!n�r�1;

while for p > r + 1

Var(bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr))

=
�n�r

�n�r�1

�p�r�1

�p�r
V (X)2

Z
Sn�1\L?

r

Z
Sn�1\L?

r

(1� h!1; !2i
2)�(n�p)=2

� [fX;Lr
(!1)fX;Lr

(!2)�
1

�2n�r
]
2Y

i=1

d!n�r�1
i ;

where h�; �i is the Euclidean inner product.

Proof. The result forp = r + 1 follows immediately from the fact that

bVn;r+1;r(X \ Lr+1;Lr)

is distributed as

bVn;r+1;r(X \ [Lr � spanf!g];Lr);

where! is uniform random onSn�1 \ L?r .

Next, let us consider the casep > r + 1. The proof is based on the classical
Blaschke-Petkantschin formula for two sets. This version of the Blaschke-Petkantschin
formula may be formulated as follows, cf. Jensen (1998, p. 104),

c(n� 2� r; p� 2� r)

Z
X1

Z

X2

g(x1; x2)
2Y

i=1

dxni

=

Z

Ln
p(r)

Z

X1\Lp

Z

X2\Lp

g(x1; x2)r2(�L?r x1; �L?r x2)
n�p

2Y
i=1

dx
p
i dL

n
p(r);

wherer2(y1; y2) is equal to 2 times the area of the triangle spanned byO, y1 andy2, i.e.

r2(y1; y2) = [ky1k
2ky2k

2 � hy1; y2i
2]1=2:
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Using this formula and (1), we find

E(bVn;p;r(X \ Lp;Lr)
2)

=

Z
Ln
p(r)

�2n�r

�2p�r
[

Z
X\Lp

k�L?r xk
n�pdxp]2

dLn
p(r)

c(n� r; p� r)

=
�n�r

�n�r�1

�p�r�1

�p�r

Z
X

Z
X

(1� h
�L?r x1

k�L?r x1k
;
�L?r x2

k�L?r x2k
i2)�(n�p)=2

2Y
i=1

dxni

=
�n�r

�n�r�1

�p�r�1

�p�r
V (X)2

�

Z
Sn�1\L?r

Z
Sn�1\L?r

(1� h!1; !2i
2)�(n�p)=2fX;Lr

(!1)fX;Lr
(!2)

2Y
i=1

d!n�r�1
i ; (14)

where we at the last equality sign have used Lemma 5 two times. In particular, ifX0

is a ball of volumeV (X), thenX0 is quasi-spherical of order(n; p; r) and(n; r+1; r)
and it follows from (14) that

V (X)2 = V (X0)
2

= E(bVn;p;r(X0 \ Lp;Lr)
2)

=
�n�r

�n�r�1

�p�r�1

�p�r
V (X)2

�

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

Z

Sn�1\L?
r

(1� h!1; !2i
2)�(n�p)=2

1

�2n�r

2Y
i=1

d!n�r�1
i : (15)

Combining (14) and (15), the variance formula forp > r + 1 follows immediately.

If X is star-shaped andO 2 X, then it follows from (4) that

bVn;1;0(X \ spanf!g;O) =
2�n=2

n�(n=2)
rX(!)n = V (B(rX(!)));

where
rX(!) = [

1

2

�
�X(!)n + �X(�!)n

�
]1=n;

and B(r) is the ball in Rn with centreO and radiusr. Therefore, the formulae
for Var(bVn;p;0(X \ Lp;O)) have for star-shapedX with O 2 X the following nice
formulations

14



p = 1 : Var(bVn;p;0(X \ Lp;O))

=
1

�n
V (X)2

Z
Sn�1

[
V (B(rX(!)))2

V (X)2
� 1]d!n�1:

p > 1 : Var(bVn;p;0(X \ Lp;O))

=
1

�n�n�1

�p�1

�p
V (X)2

Z
Sn�1

Z
Sn�1

(1� h!1; !2i
2)�(n�p)=2

� [
V (B(rX(!1)))

V (X)

V (B(rX(!2)))

V (X)
� 1]

2Y
i=1

d!n�1
i :

6. Further research

One of the most obvious topics for further research is a study of the classes of
bodiesXr; r = 1; . . . ; n� 2: Recall thatXr consists of bodies which are quasi-spherical
of order(n; p; r); p = r + 1; . . . ; n� 1: The formula (3) may be useful in such a study.

Another interesting topic is the variance of local stereological estimators of lower-
dimensional properties such as surface area and length.
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